One problem has always been to find attestation for the last two in sources earlier than the second or third century ce. 8 In the third English edition, published in 2000 and prepared by F. W. Danker (Bauer-Danker or BDAG), these four meanings recur but they are evidently grouped according to the principle of 'extended definitions' whereby 'passages' that 'share a given meaning structure' are grouped together under a single heading: 9
1. 'Basic components of something, elements'.
a. 'of substances underlying the natural world, the basic elements fr. which everything in the world is made and of which it is composed'. b. 'of basic components of celestial constellations, heavenly bodies'. c. 'of things that constitute the foundation of learning, fundamental principles'. 2. 'Transcendent powers that are in control over events in this world, elements, elemental spirits'.
For Bauer-Danker, words after an Arabic numeral and in bold type are 'extended definitions'; words in bold italic type indicate 'formal equivalents'. 10 The formal equivalents given agree with the four meanings in the 1979 edition, but meanings numbers 1, 2, and 4 of the latter have been placed under one heading in Bauer-Danker ('basic components of something'). These definitions are thus regarded as belonging to the same semantic field, for they share, in Danker's words, 'a meaning structure'. The order has also been changed. Of particular interest is the fact that meaning no. 2 in the 1979 edition has been promoted to the first position in .
It is somewhat surprising to observe, however, that Bauer-Danker discusses Gal 4.3 only under meanings 1c and 2. 11 Bauer-Danker in fact prefers the former ('fundamental principles') for Gal 4.3, favorably quoting the translation 'elementary ideas belonging to this world', 12 and appealing for support to an article by L.
Belleville from 1986. 13 This interpretation of the phrase ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou follows in the footsteps of J. B. Lightfoot ('elementary teaching') 14 and Burton 206 martinus c. de boer ('elementary teaching') 15 and can be found in the recent commentaries of R. N.
Longenecker ('the principles of the world'), and F. J. Matera ('the rudimentary principles of religious life apart from Christ'). 16 Bauer-Danker's preference for this definition goes against the grain of the research carried out by J. Blinzler (in 1963 ), E. Schweizer (in 1988 ), and D. Rusam (in 1993 17 who have shown conclusively that BAGD's meaning no. 2 (the basic elements from which everything in the natural world is composed, namely, earth, air, fire, water) is really the only one possible. 18 Their researches show that this was by far the most common meaning of the term stoiceià 19 and then especially when complemented by the genitive tou` kov smou. 20 The full phrase thus seems to have attained the character of a technical term for the four elements from which the universe was thought to be composed. 21 The work of Blinzler, Schweizer, and Rusam thus indicates that this meaning must be the starting point for any discussion of the meaning of the phrase ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou in the Galatian (or the Colossian) context. 22 I shall not attempt to show once more the correctness of this view. With considerable confidence we can say that, for Paul in the context of his letter to the Galatians:
The phrase ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou is a technical expression referring in the first instance to the four elements of the physical universe: earth, water, air, fire.
The Meaning of the Phrase ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou 207 15 Burton, Galatians, 517. Cf. Heb 5.12. 16 R. N. Longenecker, Galatians (WBC 41; Dallas: Word, 1990) 165; F. J. Matera, Galatians (Sacra Pagina 9; Collegeville, MN: Liturgical, 1992) 150. 17 See n. 2 for bibliographical information. 18 In connection with meaning 1a, Bauer-Danker discusses only the instances of the term in 2 Pet 3.10, 12. It does not mention the articles of Blinzler and Rusam at all and though it does mention Schweizer's article in connection with meaning 1a, it fails to acknowledge the fact that Schweizer applied this meaning to the instances in Galatians (also Colossians). 19 Blinzler ('Lexikalisches', 431) calculates that more than 75% of the instances he has come across have this meaning. He writes here: 'Seit Aristoteles, der noch den Äther -als pev mpton stoiceiòn -zu dem Elemente zählte, ist dieser Gebrauch von stoiceiòn mehr und mehr vorherrschend geworden, namentlich durch die Stoiker, die ihn übernahmen und populär machten'. Cf. p. 439: 'dank der Stoa war im I. Jahrhundert n. Chr. der Terminus in diesem Sinn längst zu einem Gemeinplatz der griechisch sprechenden Durchschnittgebildeten geworden'. 20 The only exception noted by Rusam ('Neue Belege', 121, 124) for the full phrase comes from near the end of the second century ce: According to Sextus Empiricus, the Pythagoreans were convinced that numbers were stoiceià tou` kov smou (PyrrHyp 3, 152 The Galatians would surely have understood it to have this meaning as well. As Martyn observes, 'one must have a strong reason to read ta stoicheia tou kosmou in some other way'. 23 The problem, however, is that this referential meaning is not adequate to the argumentative context in which Paul makes use of the phrase. The phrase must indeed be read 'in some other way,' or perhaps better, 'in some additional way'. 24 The phrase does refer specifically to the four building blocks of the universe for the ancients, Paul and the Galatians included, but Paul's concern can hardly be to give teaching about the natural world as such. Nor will the Galatians have heard it as containing merely such teaching. Something more is involved and that is where the other proposed referential meanings (especially 'elemental spirits' and 'heavenly bodies') seem inevitably to have come into play as attempts to make sense of Paul's text.
Assuming the correctness of the conclusion reached by Blinzler, Schweizer, and Rusam about the primary referential meaning of the phrase, this article seeks a fresh answer to the question of its meaning in the context of Paul's letter to the Galatians. 25 We begin with some pertinent exegetical observations on Gal 4.1-7 and 4.8-11.
III. Exegetical Observations
A. The fundamental theme of the passage is the believer as 'heir' (4.1, 7), a theme picked up from the last verse of the previous passage: those who belong to Christ 208 martinus c. de boer 23 Martyn, Galatians, 395. 24 Cf. Blinzler, 'Lexikalisches', 441. 25 When I refer here to 'the context' I mean both the argumentative context of the letter itself and the historical, cultural context of the Galatians to whom Paul addresses this letter. Both contexts must be taken into account since the document is Paul's epistolary communication to a specific group of people in a particular place and time, namely, 'the churches of Galatia' (1.2) sometime in the middle of the first century ce. Cf. Martyn, 'Elements', 125 n. 1.
are heirs (klhronov moi) according to a promise (3.29), not then on the basis of observing the Law (3.18). The metaphor of the believer as an 'heir' is closely related to that of the believer as a 'son of God', a theme also picked up from the previous passage (3.26: 'you are all sons of God'). In ancient society, a son was, or could be, the heir of his father (4.7). Believers in Christ, who are, metaphorically speaking, God's 'sons' by adoption, are by analogy also 'heirs' of God (4.7; cf. 3.29) , together with Christ, God's Son (4.4), whom they have put on (3.27) and to whom they belong (3.29). 27 Believers share in the messianic sonship of Christ and thus also in his inheritance, the Spirit (3.1-5, 14; 4.6).
1. Existence uJ po; ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou was a form of slavery, just like existence uJ po; nov mon. The first thing the reader of this passage learns about ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou is that believers ('we') were once 'under' (uJ pov ) them and that this situation amounted to enslavement. In this respect, the stoiceià are analogous to guardians (ej piv tropoi) and household managers (oij konov moi) who have charge of a child in its minority. To be uJ po; ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou before 'we' became '[the adopted] sons [of God]' is thus like being 'under' (uJ pov ) guardians and household managers when a child, in this case the son and heir, is still a nhv pio~, a minor. The tertium comparationis between the analogy (left column below) and the reality (right column below) evidently lies in the notion of slavery (first three lines below) and its temporary nature (last three lines):
Picture (analogy) Reality nhv pio~nhv pioi uJ po; ej pitrov pou~ kai; oij konov mou~uJ po; ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou no better than a doulo~enslaved (dedoulwmev noi) / a douloũ ntil the date set by his father when the fullness of time came master of the whole estate adoption as sons (uiJ oṽ and thus) klhronov mo~(adopted) uiJ oṽ and thus klhronov moM aking the comparison difficult to assess is the use of personal pronouns, since Paul switches in the reality part from first person plural ('So also we'; 'we were enslaved') to third person plural ('those under the Law') and then to the second person, both plural ('you are sons') and singular ('you are no longer a slave' but 'a son', 4.7). 28 Paul's use of the first person plural in v. 3 makes it unlikely that he here wants to make a sharp distinction between the situation of Jews
The Meaning of the Phrase ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou 209 27 Gal 3.28 shows that the metaphorical meaning of 'son(s)' as heir(s) applies to female as well as male believers. Of course, the term 'heir(s)' is also being used figuratively, as a metaphor for the reception of the promised 14, [15] [16] [17] [18] Even aside from the problem of the pronouns, however, the comparison limps a bit (cf. Rom 7.1-5). The picture portrays the movement of a child, a son, from the age of minority to the age of majority, whereas the reality concerns a movement from a situation of enslavement to that of adopted sonship. In the reality part, the position of the children is, for Paul, actual enslavement under ta; stoiceià touk ov smou. In the picture part, however, the position of the child is like that of a slave though he is not actually a slave at all; on the contrary, he is legally speaking the master of the whole estate even if he is presently under ej piv tropoi and oij konov moi. the situation of the child is described from the viewpoint of an outside observer (Paul) who understands that the position of the child is tantamount to that of a slave even if he is, at least legally speaking, the master of the whole estate. 33 The point is the tremendous contrast between the situation of his minority and the situation of his majority when he takes control of what is already rightfully his; that contrast also serves the reality part where the point is the sharp contrast between the situation of enslavement and that of divine sonship even if the latter is not a legal right but a gift.
The image of a child uJ po; ej pitrov pou~kai; oij konov mou~in the analogy recalls the metaphor of the Law as a paidagwgoṽ back in 3.23-25. Paul here also uses prepositional phrases with uJ pov (and the accusative): to have been uJ po; nov mon (3.23) was to have been uJ po; paidagwgov n (3.25). A paidagwgoṽ was 'a slave employed in Greek and Roman families to have general charge of a boy in the years from about six to sixteen, watching over his outward behaviour and attending him whenever he went from home, as e.g. to school'. 34 The ej piv tropoi and oij konov moi of 4.2, whatever their precise functions may have been relative to the son and heir, also are represented by Paul as having had charge of a minor, just like the paidagwgoṽ. Furthermore, in 3.23-25, Paul adds the image of the paidagwgoṽ to his argument primarily to underscore the temporary nature of the Law's control over humanity, another point of contact with the analogy in 4.1-2. The time of the Law was not eternal: 'Now that this faith has come, we are no longer under a paidagwgoṽ' (3.25). The time of faith has arrived, ending the time of the Law; having been baptized into Christ, believers are now 'all sons of God' (3.26). In 4.4-5, the point is similar: 'When the fullness of time came, God sent forth his Son . . . being born under the Law, to redeem those under the Law, that we might receive adoption as sons'; believers in Christ are now 'sons' of God (4.6). In addition, if Paul implicitly personifies the Law by comparing it to a paidagwgoṽ, 35 so he also implicitly personifies ta; stoiceià tou`kov smou by comparing them to ej pitrov poi kai; oij konov moi.
The similarities between 3.23-29 and 4.1-7 make it highly unlikely that the metaphor of the Law as a paidagwgoṽ is to be interpreted in a positive way. Custody under the Law as a paidagwgoṽ cannot, for Paul in his letter to the The Meaning of the Phrase ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou 211 33 For the possible legal background, see Betz, Galatians, 202-4. In Paul's analogy, the age of inheritance has evidently been set by the now deceased father in his will. 34 Burton, Galatians, 200; cf. BDAG, 748; Plutarch Mor. 4ab; 439-40; Josephus Life 76; Epictetus Diss. II.22.26; III.19.5-6. The paidagwgoṽ was a 'supervisory guardian' (cf. 1 Cor 4.15) who had 'custodial and disciplinary functions' (cf. NRSV, NAB: 'disciplinarian', NIV: 'supervision'; NJB: 'a slave looking after us') 'rather than educative or instructional ones' (Longenecker, Galatians, 146 of interpretation, the role of the paidagwgoṽ is looked at from a father's point of view in putting his child under the care of a paidagwgoṽ. By analogy, God is the parent who has put humanity under the protective care, instruction, and discipline of the Law. As in 1 Cor 4.15
(the only other NT instance of the term), however, Paul looks at the role of the paidagwgoṽ from the point of view and experience of the children involved ('we were under a paidagwgoṽ'). His assumption is that believers now look back at the period of their minority as a time when they were unhappily confined 'under' a paidagwgoṽ (v. 25) . That period was tantamount to being 'under a curse' -that of the Law (3.10) -and 'under Sin' (3.22), which can hardly be construed in a positive sense. 38 Burton, Galatians, 199; Martyn, Galatians, pov ) a father and master (despov th~), and be guilty of no sin through wilfullness or ignorance' (Apion II.174, LCL). Here the notion of being 'under (uJ pov ) the Law' implies accountability, not enslavement and oppression as it does for Paul. Cf. J. Marcus, '"Under the Law": The Background of a Pauline Expression', CBQ 63 (2001) 72-83. ment under the regime of an oppressive paidagwgoṽ is consistent with the thrust of 4.1-2, where the guardians and household managers are clearly experienced by the child in the same way.
The conclusion to which the previous observations lead is therefore: Existence uJ po; ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou was a form of slavery, just like existence uj po; nov mon.
2.
Existence uJ po; ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou was tantamount to existence uJ po; nov mon. A second thing we learn about ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou is that to have been 'under' (uJ pov ,) them was evidently tantamount to having been 'under' (uJ pov ) the Law. The conceptual similarity between being 'under guardians and household managers' and being 'under a paidagwgoṽ' (in 3.23-25) already points in the direction of this equation of the two situations: Both images have to do with the situation of a child -the heir (cf. 3.29) -in its minority. Since the metaphor of the paidagwgoṽ functions as a metaphor for the Law in 3.23-25, the suspicion lies to hand that the image of guardians and household managers also do, at least implicitly. That suspicion finds support in 4.4-5 where Paul uses the phrase uJ po; nov mon as an apparent synonym for the phrase uJ po; ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou: ' Paul here calls the attention of his Galatian readers to their past with which he was certainly familiar, having founded the Galatian churches himself (4.13). He had been on site and had first encountered them before they had come to believe in Christ. They had once been worshippers of 'gods'. These 'gods' (qeoiv ) are not specified; they are simply distinguished from the singular, one 'God' (qeoṽ). In Paul's view, and presumably also in the view of the Galatian believers themselves, the 'beings' the Galatians had once venerated were actually 'not gods by nature'. Paul would scarcely have made this point had the Galatians not previously believed the opposite, that they were gods 'by nature'. In 4.9, Paul equates the stoiceià with the 'beings not gods by nature' in 4.8: both are served by human beings who are for that reason like slaves (douleuv w). He makes this equation without further explanation or justification to his Galatian audience. As Martyn writes: 'Paul is able to assume some retrospective comprehension on their part when he links these elements with gods they worshiped before his arrival'. 45 The equation thus appears to be a shared assumption.
The argument in these verses constitutes part of Paul's attempt to make observance of the Law a very unattractive option for the Galatians, for the basic problem addressed by the letter is that the Galatians are being encouraged to become 214 martinus c. de boer 43 The verb parathreisqe (present tense) could mean 'are [now fully] observing', but the context speaks against this: Paul is doing all he can to prevent the Galatians from taking this contemplated step. The verb is probably to be construed conatively ('you are wanting / intending / beginning to observe'), consistent with the phrase douleuv ein qev lete (cf. 1.7, 10; 6.12) and the conative use of the verb ej pistrev fete in the previous verse. Cf. the verb dikaiousqe in 5.4 ('you want / intend to be justified in the Law'; BDF, #319). See H. W. Smyth, Greek Grammar (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University, 1956) #1878: the conative present 'may express an action begun, attempted, or intended'. The early reading of P46 (the present participle parathv rounte~) supports this interpretation for it makes v. 10 part of the question of v. 9, thereby eliminating the seeming contradiction between the two verses (see Betz, Galatians, 217 n. 39). 44 Cf. BDAG, 259. 45 Martyn, Galatians, 397. observers of the Law by new preachers who have come into the Galatian setting (cf. 2.6-9; 3.1-5; 5.2-5; 6.12-13). In 4.1-7, Paul has established that existence uJ po; ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou; (the situation of the Gentile Galatians prior to Paul's arrival) was tantamount to existence uJ po; nov mon (the situation from which Christ redeems human beings). The reverse would then also apply: 'wanting (qev lonte~) to be uJ po; nov mon', which according to 4.21a is the desire of the Galatians, is tantamount in Paul's eyes to 'wanting (qev lete) to be slaves of ta; stoiceià' (4.9), and thus of the gods they had left behind. 46 Surely, Paul implies, the Galatians do not want to be in that position 'once more' (pav lin a] nwqen)! 47 2. The stoiceià are weak and impotent, just like the Law. The characterization of the stoiceià as weak and impotent is part of the same rhetorical strategy, serving the same general purpose: to dissuade the Galatians from becoming (or perhaps remaining) observers of the Law. Despite appearances to the contrary, the stoiceià are ineffectual for salvation, just like the Law which was unable to give life (3.21). 48 It will not do to venerate them. These remarks already presuppose a third exegetical observation:
To turn to the observance of the Law is to return to the veneration of the
stoiceià. Paul here implicitly claims that for the Galatians to turn to the observance of the Law is to return (ej pistrev fete pav lin) 49 to the veneration of the stoiceià and thus to the gods they had previously worshiped. This means that in Paul's mind the observance of the Law and the veneration of the stoiceià were in some sense functionally and thus also conceptually equivalent. 50 Paul has prepared the way for this equation in 4.1-7, as we have seen: being under the one was tantamount to being under the other. This is clearly Paul's own view of the matter, The Meaning of the Phrase ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou 215 46 In the context of Paul's argument beginning at 4.1 (cf. already 3.28), terms for slavery (doulo~, doulov w, douleuv w) have a thoroughly negative connotation (contrast 1.10: Paul as a slave of Christ). Paul here works from the assumption that slavery is a completely undesirable situation, also when it involves 'being a slave' of so-called 'gods' (contrast 1 Thess 1.9: the Thessalonians turned from idols to become slaves [douleuv ein] of the living and true God, which is a good thing). On the generally negative implications of the verb douleuv w (and its cognates) for Gentiles, including in religious contexts, see K. H. Rengstorf, 'dou' lo~ ktl.', one he seeks now to impress on the Galatians: He wants the Galatians to see that to turn to the observance of the Law is effectively to go back to their previous situation, before Christ and apart from Christ. It is this rhetorical agenda that has caused Paul to introduce the references to the stoiceià into his argument.
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If we take the previous three points together, we can say that ta; stoiceià are the gods the believers in Galatia once worshipped and that the worship of them bears some similarity to the observance of the Law. Unless there was some similarity, either conceptually or functionally (or both), Paul could not very persuasively have made the move of equating the situation under ta; stoiceià from which the Galatians came with the situation under the Law to which they are now turning. That brings us to the fourth observation. 51 Martyn (Galatians, [397] [398] [399] [400] hypothesizes that Paul has introduced the references to ta; stoiceià into his argument because they formed an important part of the message of the new preachers in Galatia, whom Martyn labels 'the Teachers'. According to Martyn, the Teachers have been telling the Galatians that 'Paul did nothing really to terminate' their 'illinformed relation to the elements' (399); the Teachers thus see it as their task to wean the Galatians from this problematic relation to ta; stoiceià, doing so by appealing to the foundational example of Abraham (400). In my view, the wording of Gal 4.8-11 does not easily support this hypothesis: Paul seems to assume here that the Galatians had fully given up venerating ta stoiceia at the moment they had come to believe in Christ (cf. 1.6-9; 5.7a). Dunn, Galatians, to the Law, so the argument runs, the terms must refer specifically to such Jewish calendrically based observances.
Like the observance of the
A better explanation for 4.10 is probably that Paul has here chosen words that could cover both Jewish and pagan calendrical observances. 55 The Galatians are wanting to turn to the Law and the calendrical observances the Law prescribes.
For Paul this turning to the Law is tantamount to returning to ta; stoiceià touk ov smou and the calendrical observances associated with them. With his choice of words, which is neither specifically pagan nor specifically Jewish, but could be either or both, 56 Paul implies that the Jewish observances which the Galatians are now wanting to observe are no different in kind from the observances linked to ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou. Paul intentionally uses terms that cover both Jewish and pagan calendrical observances for he wants the Galatians to realize that by turning to the Law they are going back to where they came from. The observance of the Law is not a step forward, but a step backward!
IV. Interim Summary
The overview of the debate about the referential meaning of the expression ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou in Section II and the exegetical observations in Section III have led to seven important points about Paul's references to ta; stoiceià (touk ov smou) in Gal 4.3 and 9:
#1. The phrase ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou is a technical expression referring in the first instance to the four elements of the physical universe: earth, water, air, fire.
#2. Existence uJ po; ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou was a form of slavery, just like existence uJ po; nov mon. #3. Existence uJ po; ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou was tantamount to existence uJ po; nov mon. #4. Ta; stoiceià are the 'beings not gods by nature' once venerated by the Galatians. #5. Ta; stoiceià are weak and impotent, just like the Law. #6. To turn to the observance of the Law is to return to the veneration of ta; stoiceià. #7. Like the observance of the Law, the veneration of ta; stoiceià involves calendrical observances.
The first three points are based on Gal 4.1-7, the last four on Gal 4.8-11. Points #2 and #3, and #5 and #6 probably express Paul's own views; it seems unlikely that they represent the views of the Galatians prior to a first reading of the letter. I shall return to them in Section VI below. Points #1, #4 and #7, however, are a different matter. While it is difficult to disentangle the meaning the phrase ta; stoiceià touk ov smou would have had for the Galatians in their own historical, cultural context from the argumentative or rhetorical context in which Paul refers to them in his letter, these three points arguably give an accurate picture of the views of the Galatians before receiving Paul's letter and, by extension, of their views before they became believers in Christ.
V. Ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou for the Galatians Prior to Believing in

Christ
Points #1, #4, and #7 of the Interim Summary above provide a window onto the views of the Galatians. We may summarize them as follows for the present purposes:
#1. Ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou are the four elements of the physical universe: earth, water, air, fire.
#4. Ta; stoiceià are the gods the Galatians once venerated. #7. The veneration of ta; stoiceià involves calendrical observances.
These three points allow us to venture a hypothesis about what these stoiceià tou` kov smou meant for the Galatians prior to their becoming believers in Christ:
The Galatians venerated the four elements of the universe as gods; this veneration involved calendrical observances.
Can this hypothesis find support and even be validated, at least to some extent, from other texts? 57 Two texts, both from the Wisdom of Solomon, appear to be especially pertinent: 58 218 martinus c. de boer 57 Colossians might also be invoked, but that is a difficult step since this letter was either written by Paul himself or a close disciple. It thus could be dependent on Galatians to some extent. 58 Terms also found in Gal 4.3, 8-10 have been italicized. Wisdom 19.18-20 also mentions ta; stoiceià, earth, fire, and water being specifically named. The stoiceià in Wis 7.17-19 probably, therefore, refer to the four elements. In this latter passage, they are juxtaposed, if not exactly identified, with references to 'times', 'solstices', 'seasons', 'cycles of the year and the constellation of the stars'. 60 Wis 13.1-3: For all people who were ignorant of God . . . 2 . . . supposed that either fire (pur) or wind or swift air (aj hv r), or the circle of the stars, or turbulent water (u{ dwr), or the luminaries of heaven were the gods that rule the world (prutav nei~ kov smou qeou; ej nov misan).
3 If through delight in the beauty of these things people assumed them to be gods (tauta qeou; uJ pelav mbanon), let them know how much better than these is their Lord, for the author of beauty created them. (NRSV) 61
Here the stoiceià, though the word itself is not used, are lined up with the circle of the stars, and the luminaries of heaven, the rulers of the cosmos, as realities that non-Jews supposed to be gods. 62 They are reduced to mere created beings by the author of Wisdom.
The Meaning of the Phrase ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou 219 59 NRSV has a semi-colon here and the Greek text of Rahlfs' standard edition of the LXX a comma. The colon suggests that what follows is a specification of 'the activity of the elements (ej nev rgeian stoiceiv wn)'.
60 Cf. Philo Aet. 107, 109-110: 'there are four elements (stoiceià), earth, water, air and fire, of which the world (oJ kov smo~) is composed (sunev sthke) . . . all these have transcendent powers (uJ perbav llousai ga; r kai; ej n touv toi~ eij si; dunav mei~) . . . For just as the annual seasons circle round and round, each making room for its successor as the years ceaselessly revolve, so, too, the elements of the world (ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou) in their mutual interchanges seem to die, yet, strangest of contradictions, are made immortal as they run their race backwards and forwards and continually pass along the same road up and down. . . . ' with their previous gods seems to be a shared assumption.
The hypothesis that the Galatians once venerated the four elements of the universe as gods and that this veneration involved calendrical observances is thus not implausible.
The result of the foregoing analysis must be that the phrase ta; stoiceià touk ov smou in 4.3, a technical expression referring specifically to the four constituent elements of the physical universe, is being used by Paul as a summary designation for a complex of Galatian religious beliefs and practices at the center of which were the four elements of the physical cosmos to which the phrase concretely refers. In Paul's usage, then, the phrase is an instance of metonymy whereby a trait or characteristic stands for a larger whole of which it is a part. In this case ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou -the four elements of physical reality -stand for the religion of the Galatians prior to them becoming believers in Christ. Calendrical observances and the physical phenomena associated with such observances -the movements of the sun, moon, planets, and stars -were an integral part of these religious beliefs and practices. The gods the Galatians worshiped were closely linked to the 220 martinus c. de boer four stoiceià so that worship of these gods could be regarded as tantamount to the worship of ta; stoiceià themselves.
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In sum, on the basis of points #1, #4 and #7 of the Interim Summary (Section IV above), we can conclude that the phrase ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou in the context of Paul's letter to the churches of Galatia (1.2) is an instance of metonymy whereby Paul refers in summary fashion to the religious beliefs and practices associated in Galatia with the four elements (earth, air, fire, water) of the physical universe. This is how the Galatians would have understood the phrase (at least on a first reading) and how Paul meant them to hear it (at least initially). For an answer, we may return to the four points listed in the Interim Summary (Section IV above) as representing Paul's own views on ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou as he has formulated these views in the letter to the Galatians: 67 #2. Existence uJ po; ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou was a form of slavery, just like existence uJ po; nov mon. #3. Existence uJ po; ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou was tantamount to existence uJ po; nov mon. #5. Ta; stoiceià are weak and impotent, just like the Law. #6. To turn to the observance of the Law is to return to the veneration of ta; stoiceià.
These four points all bring ta; stoiceià into some relationship to the Law and it would seem clear that Paul has introduced ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou into his argument for two reasons: first, to announce to the Galatians that their redemption from the religious beliefs and practices associated with ta; stoiceià tou` kov sThe Meaning of the Phrase ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou 221 66 The stoiceià tou` kov smou are not the stars, but a reference to them can imply the worship of stars or other heavenly bodies as appears to be the case in the context of Paul's letter to the Galatians (cf. Burton, Galatians, 516). If that were not so, Paul's mere reference to them as a shorthand way of describing the religious beliefs and practices of the Galatians would have been impossible, or non-sensical. 67 The other three points also represent Paul's views, but in these four he distinguishes his understanding from that of the Galatians (prior to their reading his letter).
mou was, at the same time, their redemption from the Law (4.3-5), the Law that they are being asked to observe by the new preachers in Galatia; and second, as part of his overriding rhetorical strategy to dissuade the Galatians from turning to that Law (4.9). These two reasons obviously go together: if Paul succeeds in convincing the Galatians that they were also freed from the Law when they were freed from ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou he will have dissuaded them from turning to observance of the Law as the new preachers urgently recommend. He will have made the observance of the Law unnecessary in the eyes of the Galatians. As argued above, the expression ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou functions as a summary of the previous religion of the Galatians. By equating observance of the Law with their previous religion, Paul alerts the Galatians to the fact that by turning to the Law they are or will be back to where they began. And that means that their relationship to Christ will be at an end, a point he will drive home later, in 5.2-5, where he writes about being 'severed from Christ' and falling 'away from grace'. Or as he says in 4.11: ' I fear lest I have somehow labored in vain for you'. It will be as if he had never preached the gospel to the Galatians in the first place.
It is important to observe, however, that the single point at which the veneration of ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou is functionally and conceptually equivalent to the observance of the Law in Gal 4.1-11 is the calendrical observances mentioned in 4.10. It is on this basis, and on this basis alone, that Paul can write: 'we [Christians, both Jewish and Gentile] were [all once] enslaved under the religious beliefs and practices associated with the four elements of the physical universe'. Paul's rhetorical argument is based on the assumption that the calendrical observances required by the Law are no different in kind from the calendrical observances associated with ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou. This is the only relevant point of contact in the passage between the observance of the Law and the veneration of ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou.
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The result of the foregoing analysis must then be that the phrase ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou in the context of Paul's argument in the letter to the Galatians is a summary designation for the religious beliefs and practices associated in Galatia with the four elements (earth, air, fire, water) of the physical universe, in particular calendrical observances.
VII. Summary
In investigating the meaning of the phrase ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou as used by Paul in his letter to the Galatians, I have come to two closely related conclusions. The first, found in the closing paragraphs of Section V above, is based on what the phrase probably meant in the historical, cultural context of the 222 martinus c. de boer 68 There may have been others but Paul ignores them. addressees for whom, as the letter itself indicates, the phrase already had a particular referential meaning and definite associations with certain religious beliefs and practices.
1. The phrase ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou in the context of Paul's letter to the churches of Galatia is an instance of metonymy whereby Paul refers in summary fashion to the religious beliefs and practices associated in Galatia with the four elements (earth, air, fire, water) of the physical universe.
The Galatians would have so understood the phrase (at least on a first reading of the letter) and Paul meant for them to so hear it (at least initially). 69 The second conclusion, drawn at the end of Section VI above, takes seriously the argumentative context in which Paul resorts to the phrase, i.e., his rhetorical and theological agenda:
2. The phrase ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou in the context of Paul's argument in the letter to the Galatians is a summary designation for the religious beliefs and practices associated with the four elements (earth, air, fire, water) of the physical universe, in particular calendrical observances.
Only in this limited sense does Paul's reference to (the veneration of) ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou function as an equivalent, or as a virtual equivalent, for (the observance of) the Law. The salient point for Paul in his attempt to keep the Galatians from becoming observers of the Law is that both the observance of the Law and their previous veneration of ta; stoiceià involve calendrical observances. On the The Meaning of the Phrase ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou 223 69 Martyn argues that Paul intends the Galatians to hear much more than this on subsequent readings of the letter. According to Martyn, Paul assumes that 'the Galatian congregations will listen to the whole of the epistle several times and with extreme care. He takes for granted, that is, not only great perspicacity but also considerable patience' (Galatians, 405). After such careful rereadings of the letter, and with the presumed perspicacity and patience, the Galatians will come to understand that Paul intends them to reinterpret the phrase by taking into account 'the baptismal reference to the termination of pairs of opposites' in 3.28 (Jew/Greek, slave/free, male/female) and the 'climactic reference to the death of the cosmos made up of the first of those pairs' in 6.14-15 (405). The kov smo~referred to in the phrase ta; stoiceià tou`kov smou is then the kov smo~about which Paul speaks in 6.14-15 (cf. Blinzler, 'Lexikalisches', 412: 'Das Rätsel seines Sprachgebrauchs löst sich, wenn man in Betracht zieht, dass bei ihm der Begriff Kosmos aus der Kategorie des Physikalisch-Gegenständlichen in die Kategories des Ethisch-Zuständlichen transponiert ist'; Blinzler, like Martyn, appeals to Col 2.20 for support). The Galatians will thus come to understand that 'Paul himself has in mind not earth, air, fire, and water, but rather the elemental pairs of opposites listed in 3:28, emphatically the first pair, Jew and Gentile, and thus the Law and the Not-Law' (404; emphasis added). The phrase pertains finally not 'to the sensible elements . . . but to the elements of religious distinction ' (405-6) . For the full argument, see Martyn, Galatians, basis of this one point of similarity, and this one point alone, Paul can assert that the observance of the Law is tantamount to the veneration of ta; stoiceià, that enslavement to the Law is no different from enslavement to ta; stoiceià and thus also that redemption from ta; stoiceià tou` kov smou was at the same time redemption from the Law. This interpretation of the phrase dovetails nicely with Martyn's insight into 'the central question of the Galatian letter: What time is it?'. 70 This question lies prominently behind everything Paul says from 3.23 to 4.11, especially 3.25 ('Now
